CAHON and JHO Mourn the loss of Professor Jianfeng Zhou

CAHON and JHO express deepest condolences to the family, friends and colleagues of Professor Jianfeng Zhou for his untimely pass.

Prof. Zhou was an accomplished physician scientist and well beloved hematologist in China. His research in CAR-T engineering and therapy greatly benefited patients in China and contributed significantly to the international hematology community.

Prof. Zhou always supported CAHON and contributed consistently and persistently to the Journal of Hematology & Oncology. Prof. Zhou served as an important bridge in the fight against COVID-19 between CAHON and Tongji Hospital in China by helping to distribute CAHON's PPE donations to medical professionals and patients in his hospital and Wuhan city in the early days of COVID-19 pandemic.

His pass is a great loss for his family, for the field of Hematology in China and the world. His legacy will continue, and his impact will be deeply missed and remembered.